Data-driven investing
Enigma partners with leading
hedge funds as both a data
and technology provider.

Building upon our own experience acquiring, organizing, and enriching
nearly 100,000 public datasets, Enigma creates an ecosystem of connected,
accessible data and flexible technology that enables data analysts to
ground multiple strategies in rich public data, rapidly prototype ideas,
and validate assumptions in real time to inform investment decision-making.

Our approach
Connect data

Enrich perspective

Federate access

Aggregate, transform, and connect
internal datasets to create
multidimensional knowledge.

Onboard and aggregate diverse libraries
of public and external data from outside
the walls of your organization.

Leverage modular technology and
data operationalization expertise
to provide fluid data access.

A holistic worldview stitched across
numerous data sources provides
insight into how companies operate
across the market and offers a more
cohesive representation of your risk.

Programmatic access to valuable
external intelligence enriches internal
datasets and provides granularity on
the drivers of higher level company
characteristics such as growth.

Centralized data facilitates easier
search and discovery, enabling
analysts to link new pieces of
information and quickly model
outcomes and risks.

The Enigma ecosystem
Data infrastructure

Public data

Modular software integrates, manages, and enriches data,
rendering it accessible for decision-making and analysis.

The broadest repository of public datasets augments
internal data to create a robust market view with granular
detail to inform models and test new theses.

End-to-end orchestration
for centralized acquisition
of multiple heterogeneous
datasets

Data access, management,
enrichment, and secure
provisioning to users
and applications

— Firmographics

— Economic

— Oil and gas

— Healthcare

— Demographics

Accessible, searchable data
in one environment
Enigma Assembly is a unified
platform for managing,
searching, enriching, and
securely provisioning data.

Streamlined access to data assets linked with rich metadata enables
easier discovery, and provides critical context for analyses and applications.
Enigma Assembly centralizes siloed, third-party data streams in one place,
enabling users to uncover data sources already acquired by other teams and
reduce organizational reliance on gatekeepers and ad hoc communication.

Deep global search

In-depth dataset provenance

Attribute-based access controls

Reduce time wasted searching
for data and unlock more time for
valuable analysis and interpretation.
Full text search surfaces relevant
datasets, while facets and metadata
help users drill into results quickly.

Track updates while maintaining
lineage of datasets with point-intime snapshots. Assembly provides
valuable metadata concerning
dataset source and freshness.

Manage data access with user-level
resource granularity. Assembly’s flexible
access control connects to most active
directory systems and provides out-ofthe-box compliance for organizations.

Streamlined API access

Familiar formats

All data in Assembly is available
via a RESTful API, allowing for
programmatic access. Assembly
can act as a single API into all
of your datasets for powering data
applications and visualizations.

Integrate Assembly right into your
existing data workflows. Data can
be sent to Assembly via FTP or
as a CSV. Users can then export
personalized, filtered data views
from Assembly as a CSV.

Analysis-ready public data
Public data offers a wealth of information on companies, regions, and individuals, yet
inaccessible formats and overwhelming volume often limit its use and potential impact.
Eliminate the complexities of data retrieval, numeralization and delivery. Enigma Data provides Fortune 500 companies
and top hedge funds with trusted public data to inform key decision-making and enable workflow automation.

Accessible formats, valuable insights
Organizations create a rich knowledge base and develop new insights by linking public datasets with internal data assets.

Analysis-ready

Expert curation

Data on demand

Dedicate less time to ingesting
and cleaning data. Dive straight
into analysis with Enigma’s wellformatted, true-to-source data.

Gain a deeper understanding
of data with our standardized
datasets, curated tables, essential
metadata, and data dictionaries.

Move away from manual job
scheduling and rely on Enigma
for timely data delivery through
our RESTful API.

Data Portfolio

Firmographic

Demographic

Economic

Access instant profiles of companies
to verify a business’s good standing
and to evaluate opportunities
and potential risk exposure.

Build in-depth market or audience
profiles with robust demographic
data that enriches internal data
and improves market understanding.

Analyze economic performance
across industries and geographies
and forecast business cycles and
trends with economic time-series data.

Oil and Gas

Healthcare

Make key investment decisions
with well, production, and operator
data that is normalized for easier
analysis and linking.

Extract rich insights from life sciences,
healthcare utilization, and health
indicators data to better understand
the healthcare market.
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